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SUMMARY

Our first focus of this thesis is to build a Python interface to PHCpack, which is a software

package to solve polynomial systems. As a powerful scripting and programming language,

Python is robust and flexible with convenient structures to store data and features that can let

one build extension modules such as extending C/C++ to Python. We decided to experiment

with Python and were able to extend the C code to Python via a flexible Python interface,

which contains function calls including a blackbox routine, a track routine, and a mixed-volume

routine.

To add to the Python interface, we then created a client/server program to solve many

polynomials concurrently. The idea is that a server sends multiple polynomial systems to

available clients one at a time and each client solves the received system and sends the solution

set back to the server. The client/server program serves as a flexible model for coarse grained

distributed tasks.

Our second focus is on detecting and locate the critical points for a polynomial system,

which occurs often in Mechanical Engineering, for instance, finding all bifurcation points of

a Stewart-Gough platform. We can apply homotopy continuation methods locally to systems

occurring in this kind of application domain to find critical points. Considering a polynomial

system with one parameter, our interest is to find all critical points of the system for a range

of parameter values via an efficient local method using homotopy continuation. In this thesis,

we present a new algorithm to compute critical points.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Polynomial systems often arise in many areas of science and engineering, as seen in the case

studies in [80]. To approximate all isolated solutions of polynomial systems, numerical path

following techniques have been proven to be reliable and efficient during the past two decades.

The general strategy of the numerical path following techniques is setting up a collection of

implicitly defined paths that can be traced to the solutions of the original system, see [2] for

more details. In addition, homotopy continuation methods used to compute numerical approx-

imations to all isolated solutions of a polynomial system are known as “pleasingly parallel”

because of their low communication overhead. These methods scale well for a large number

of processors. Moreover, homotopy continuation methods can be applied locally to observe

singularities and find critical points. PHCpack [87] is a software package based on homotopy

continuation methods to solve polynomial systems. Other available software packages to solve

polynomial systems include HOMPACK [91], Bertini [3], HOM4PS [47] and PHoM [34].

1.1 Related notations and definitions

Since this thesis is focused on our studies of polynomials, let us begin our introduction by

defining polynomials, describing what the solutions of polynomial systems are like, and how we

might represent these solutions numerically.
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The formal definition of a multivariate polynomial, including the single-variable case, is

defined as follows.

Definition 1.1.1 A function f(x) : C → C in n variables x = (x1, . . . , xn) is a multivariate

polynomial if it can be expressed as a sum of terms each being the product of a coefficient and

a product monomial of variables raised to nonnegative integer powers. A polynomial f is a

function that is defined as

f(x) =
∑

d∈I

cdx
d, xd =

n
∏

i=1

xdi

i , (1.1)

where I is a finite index set and cd ∈ C.

Definition 1.1.2 A system of polynomials can be conveniently defined as :

f(x) =

















f1(x1, . . . , xn)

...

fN (x1, . . . , xn)

















= 0

The polynomial system f(x) consists of N polynomials, namely fi(x1, . . . , xN ) on C
n contained

in the ring C[x1, . . . , xn] of polynomials in the variables with complex coefficients.

Let us define the solution set for a system of multivariate polynomials.

Definition 1.1.3 The solution set for a multivariate polynomial can be defined as

V (f) = f−1(0) = {x ∈ C
n|f(x) = 0} , (1.2)
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V (f) is the algebraic set of f or the variety associated to f .

The solution set of a single-variable polynomial can be represented numerically by a list

of approximated solution points. For a system of multivariate polynomials, the solution set is

more complicated than that for a single-variable polynomial. Such a system may have solution

sets of several different dimensions. A solution is isolated if there exists a ball with nonzero

radius centered at the solution, which contains only one solution.

Definition 1.1.4 The Jacobian matrix of a polynomial system f is defined as

J(x) =
∂f(x)

∂x
=

































∂f1

∂x1

∂f1

∂x2
· · · ∂f1

∂xn

∂f2

∂x1

∂f2

∂x2
· · · ∂f2

∂xn

...
...

. . .
...

∂fN

∂x1

∂fN

∂x2
· · · ∂fN

∂xn

































= Dxf

Just as a univariate polynomial may have multiple roots, a multivariate system may have

solution sets with multiplicity more than one. Singularities of any polynomial system rely on

the rank of the Jacobian matrix J . We define a point x to be a regular point if the Jacobian

matrix has full rank at x. Otherwise, we define a point x to be a singular point if the Jacobian

matrix has rank deficiency at x.

Definition 1.1.5 A solution z to f(x) = 0, f = (f1, . . . , fN ), x = (x1, . . . , xn), N ≥ n, is

singular if J(f) has rank r < n at z.
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We distinguish two groups of singularities [80], isolated singularities and nonisolated singu-

larities. Isolated singularities are isolated solutions that are singular. Nonisolated singularities

are the singular points on curves of various degrees. In this thesis, we assume that singularities

are isolated. For more information on local methods to compute nonisolated singularities, see

T.Y. Li and Y. Kuo’s paper [42]. What we mean by computing critical points in this thesis is

finding isolated singularities.

1.2 Homotopy continuation methods

Homotopy continuation methods [54], [55], [80] are globally convergent and exhaustive

solvers for computing numerical approximations to all isolated solutions of polynomial sys-

tems, except, perhaps, at the very end of the paths if a polynomial system to be solved has

singular solutions.

Definition 1.2.1 In order to solve a target system f(x) = 0, we construct a start system

g(x) = 0 and define the artificial parameter homotopy as follows,

h(x, t) = γ(1 − t)g(x) + tf(x) = 0, γ ∈ C, t ∈ [0, 1]. (1.3)

The constant γ is a random number that can be called the accessibility constant [80]. The t is

the continuation parameter and varies from 0 to 1, deforming the start system g into the target

system f .

Given that the input of a problem is a polynomial system with one natural parameter, we

define the following homotopy as a natural parameter homotopy, denoted as f(x, λ) = 0.
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Let’s look at a simple demonstration of a natural parameter homotopy on a circle.

Example 1.2.2 The equation for a unit circle is defined as follows:

λ2 + x2 − 1 = 0. (1.4)

We let λ be a parameter of the polynomial function f(x, λ).

x

h

h

h

y0
z0

y1

z1

l0

Figure 1. A natural parameter homotopy for a circle

In Figure 1, let h be the step size of a predictor step from iterations of pseudo-arclength

continuation and h ≪ 1. In order to find all turning points, where the tangent vector keeps
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changing, on the circle, we first set a starting point y0 on the circle, and draw a tangent line

z0 through y0. Starting from y0, we take a step h on the tangent z0 and then stop. At the

point y0 + hz0, we draw a line l0 perpendicular to the tangent z0 and make the line intersect

the circle at the point y1. We repeat the step and go around the circle in this fashion. This is

also called the predictor-corrector method for finding turning points on the circle according to

the step size without any limitation on the natural parameter λ. Every point on the circle has

the potential to be a turning point with a small step size.

Natural parameterizations with pseudo-arclength continuation are described in [26] to com-

pute a solution branch of a polynomial equation. Also in a natural parameter homotopy setting,

general numerical methods are proposed in [17] to find turning points for planar polynomial

systems.

1.2.1 Related work on global methods

Safey El Din and Schost described an algorithm called “ConnectedComponents” to compute

at least one point in each connected component of a real algebraic variety in [75] and [74]. One of

the subroutines of “ConnectedComponents” detects critical points using a strongly normalized

triangular set. Their methods are mainly symbolic. Lazard and Rouillier presented a new

algorithm [45] for finding critical points by using global symbolic methods:

C = {x ∈ C
n, p1(x) = 0, . . . , ps(x) = 0, f1(x) 6= 0, . . . , fl(x) 6= 0} (1.5)
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or

S = {x ∈ R
n, p1(x) = 0, . . . , ps(x) = 0, f1(x) > 0, . . . , fl(x) > 0} , (1.6)

where pi, fi ∈ Q[U , X], Q is a polynomial ring, U =[U1, . . . , Ud] is the set of parameters, and

X =[Xd+1, . . . , Xn] is the set of unknowns.

Lu, Bates, and Sommese [61] proposed an algorithm based on homotopy continuation

and numerical irreducible decomposition to compute the real points of the irreducible one-

dimensional complex components of the solution sets for polynomial systems with real coef-

ficients. For each pair of distinct complex conjugate components, the isolated points in the

intersection of the pair can be found by using a diagonal homotopy [80] [78]. Dealing with

components of multiplicity greater than one, they use a deflation method to effectively replace

such components with one-dimensional components of multiplicity-one .

1.2.2 Related work on local methods

General methods for finding critical points using path following methods can be found

in [26], [63], [2], [43], and [29]. These methods are often numeric.

The idea of characterizing a singular point by an extended regular system, which can be

treated numerically by a Newton type method, was proposed in [1], [2], [41], and [43]. This

allows one to compute simple bifurcation points by choosing optimal parameters. The precon-

dition of a minimally extended system is defined as follows:
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Definition 1.2.3 Suppose f(x, λ) = 0 is a multivariate polynomial system, x ∈ R
n is a vector

of n variables, λ ∈ R is a specific control variable denoted as a bifurcation parameter. Of special

interest are singular points (x∗, λ∗) of the solution manifold S,

S = {(x, λ)|f(x, λ) = 0} , (1.7)

where the rank of the n × (n + 1) Jacobian matrix is < n.

Definition 1.2.4 Simple bifurcation points can be characterized by a minimally extended sys-

tem G, as follows:

G(x, λ, µ) =

{

f(x, λ) + µd

f(x, λ)
= 0

}

, (1.8)

where d ∈ R
n and f : R

n × R → R
2 are supposed to be chosen such that Z∗ = (x∗, λ∗, 0) is a

regular solution of G.

This method works well under the condition that the starting point is close enough to the simple

bifurcation point to be found. If the starting point is far away from the simple bifurcation point

to be found, then there is no guarantee that the Newton type method will converge to the simple

bifurcation point.

Li and Wang’s paper [57] contains a discussion on real homotopy methods to compute

quadratic turning points numerically. When a real homotopy method is used for solving a poly-

nomial system with real coefficients, some homotopy paths may inevitably bifurcate at singular

points. Li and Wang showed that the solution set of a real homotopy contains no singular points

other than quadratic turning points. At a quadratic turning point, the bifurcation is simple:
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the tangent vectors of the two bifurcation branches are perpendicular to each other. In [60],

Li, Zeng, and Cong proposed efficient algorithms to calculate quadratic turning points locally.

Later on, Li and Wang introduced the notion of a kth order turning point with k bifurcation

branches [58] as follows:

Definition 1.2.5 A point (x0, t0) ∈ C × R
1 is a kth order turning point of f(x, t) = 0, if

(i) f(x0, t0) = 0;

(ii) rank Dxf(x0, t0) = n − 1;

(iii)Dtf(x0, t0) is not in the range of Dxf(x0, t0) such that Df ≡ [Dxf, Dtf ] is of real rank

2n − 1 at (x0, t0);

(iv) there are exactly k solution curves of f(x, t) = 0 passing through (x0, t0).

t is the continuation parameter. D stands for a partial derivative.

1.3 Problem statement

Our focus in this problem is not on natural parameter homotopies but on artificial parameter

ones. Let’s look at how an artificial homotopy works on the same circle as that in Figure 1.

In Figure 2, we apply an artificial parameter homotopy to conduct what we call a “sweep.” In

order to conduct a “sweep” on a polynomial system, we add the artificial-parameter homotopy

equation to it. The idea is to force the artificial parameter to sweep critical points in a certain
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x

t=0
t=2

t=1

Figure 2. An artificial parameter homotopy finding quadratic turning points for a circle:
vertical line sweeps

range. For instance, the homotopy to execute the sweep for t going from 0 to 1 and λ going

from -1 to 1 on a unit circle is defined as

h(x, λ, t) =















x2 + λ2 − 1 = 0

(1 − t)(λ + 1) + t(λ − 1) = 0.

(1.9)

In Figure 2, we can use the vertical line sweep to move t from 0 to 1, as the parameter λ

traces from -1 to 1. The last equation simplifies to λ− 2t + 1 = 0. At t = 1, the sweep meets a

quadratic turning point at (1,0).
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In general, the homotopy to execute a sweep for t going from 0 to 1 and λ going from λ0 to

λ1 is defined as

h(x, λ, t) =















f(x, λ) = 0

(1 − t)λ0 + tλ1 = 0.

(1.10)

With the predictor-corrector method we can track any solution paths (x(t), λ(t)), defined

by h(x, λ, t) = 0, accordingly. The sweep starts at any regular real or complex solution of

f(x, λ0) = 0 and stops at t = 1, at any (possibly singular) solution of f(x, λ1) = 0, or at

a value t = t∗ for which the corresponding λ∗ leads to a corresponding singular solution of

f(x, λ = λ∗) = 0, i.e., for λ = λ∗, there is a corresponding x∗ for which the Jacobian matrix is

singular.

To compute the tangent vector τ to a solution path of f(x, λ) at a given point, we first solve

a linear system defined by

[

∂h
∂x

∂h
∂λ

∂h
∂t

]

















τx

τλ

1

















= 0. (1.11)

As in general, this is a system of n + 1 equations in n + 2 variables. We first fix the last

component of τ to one. The solution τ to this linear system is then divided by its length, i.e.,

τ := τ/||τ ||2, using the 2-norm || · ||2. Lastly, we determine the orientation of τ , computing the

inner product of τ with the previous tangent vector. If that inner product is less than zero, the

orientation of the tangent vector flipped and we passed a quadratic turning point [60].
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Once we have detected that we passed a quadratic turning point, we return to the previously

computed point along the path and decrease the step size. Once an optimal step size is found

either by bisection or extrapolation formulas using shooting – a correction method using an

extra hyperplane perpendicular to the tangent vector. The correction method has no numerical

difficulties computing the quadratic turning point accurately. However, if we take big step sizes

and general singularities into consideration when trying to find multiple critical points, things

may have become more complicated.

In order to detect higher-order singularities, we use the method of “Parabolic Interpolation

of Determinants” to detect singularities and Puiseux series [16] [89] to iterate close to them

when Newton’s method fails. We will discuss how to detect higher-order singularities in detail

in chapter 3.

After detecting singularities, we can use deflation [51] to localize and recondition them. The

hard part is that the starting points have to be close enough for deflation to work.

1.4 Building an interface to PHCpack in Python

Our first encounter with Sage [82] during the IMA workshop on Software for Algebraic

Geometry (October 23-27, 2006) got us interested in experimenting with Python. The primary

implementation language of Sage is Python. Sage is free, open-source math software that

supports research and teaching in algebra, geometry, number theory, cryptography, numerical

computation, and related areas. Both the development model and the technology in Sage are

distinguished by “an extremely strong emphasis on openness, community, cooperation, and

collaboration: we are building the car, not reinventing the wheel.” [82] The overall goal of Sage
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is to create a viable, free, open-source alternative to Maple, Mathematica, Magma, MATLAB,

and many other mathematical packages. PHCpack [87] is now an experimental interface in

Sage.

In order to build an efficient, yet flexible, interface to PHCpack, we decided to extend the

C library routines in PHCpack to Python. The C library routines serve as a programming

interface to PHCpack and a gateway to the Ada routines. Based on the layout, we wrote a

Python extension by building a dynamic library. Since the support modules are written in C

and hidden under a thin interpreted Python layer, applications respond well because more CPU

cycles are spent in fast C code and fewer are spent in spinning the Python interpreter’s wheel.

We also created a Python program (module) to call the dynamic library. We now show

basic commands to make use of the dynamic library. Let’s first take a look at how to call the

blackbox solver of PHCpack in Python. For example, consider the system f(x) = 0

f(x1, x2) =















1.2x2
1 + 3.9x2

2 − 8.3 + 5.9i = 0

3.1x2
2 − 3.9x1 = 0.

(1.12)

In the Python shell, the input to the blackbox solver is a list of strings of multivariate

polynomial equations with real or complex coefficients. The output is a list of solution strings

in Python.

>>> from phcpy import *

>>> sol = solve([‘‘1.2*x1^2+3.9*x2^2-8.3+5.9*i;’’,‘‘3.1*x2^2-3.9*x1;’’])

>>> n = len(sol)
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>>> print n

4

>>> print sol[0]

t : 1.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00

m : 1

the solution for t :

x1 : -5.45262494233056E+00 7.21284774561043E-01

x2 : -1.72854880214128E-01 -2.62481099687578E+00

== err : 7.953E-16 = rco : 1.543E-01 = res : 1.221E-15 =

In the above example, before invoking the blackbox solver, we use the Python command

“from phcpy import *” to import the Python module “phcpy.py.” The solve() command calling

the blackbox solver is a function definition in “phcpy.py.” The solve() function returns a list of

solution strings stored in sol. The number of solutions is thus the length of the list of solution

strings. We use the Python built-in command len() to get the length of sol. In this example,

there are four solutions in the list of solutions strings. We can show the first solution in sol by

printing out the first element in the list, that is, sol[0].

Unlike some other interpreted languages, Python comes with an extensive library of useful

modules such as the socket module, the threading module, and the database module. To utilize

the sockets and the threads supported by Python, we created a multithreaded client/server

application to solve many polynomial systems concurrently from a server to multiple clients.
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Since we have to solve large polynomial systems, we inevitably have to deal with a huge

collection of data, i.e., millions of solution sets for one system, multiple instances of one system,

or solution paths that are very hard to organize in just one file. All these difficulties could cause

an overflow of files or cause the files to lose structure. A possible solution is to create tables

to store data in a mySQL database. The mysqldb module, which comes with Python, helps

programmers write MySQL scripts with Python DB-API.

1.5 Applications: random walks

Numerical homotopy continuation methods are powerful tools to find solutions for a poly-

nomial system. These methods can also be useful in pure Mathematical research. For instance,

numerical homotopy methods can be used to construct monodromy groups, see [76] and [49].

Leykin and Verschelde predict a monodromy breakup by generating loops around singularities

to exploit the monodromy group action [49]. Generating loops is done by homotopies. They

compute more samples of a k-dimensional solution set, starting from a list of well-conditioned

solutions for f(x) in the witness set WL and moving L to another set of k random hyperplanes.

They then join points on the same irreducible components in the monodromy loops. To certify

whether they have found enough points, they use the linear trace test [49] as the stopping

criterion for the monodromy breakup algorithm.

Stewart-Gough platform is a mechanism that is used as flight simulators. It consists of a

top platform supported from a base platform by six extensible “legs,” see Figure 9 in chapter

4 as a special case. The forward problem is to determine the position of the top platform if

the location of the base platform and the lengths of the legs are given. Dietmaier’s numerical
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method [15], which systematically changes the parameters of a given general Stewart-Gough

platform to obtain 40 real positions, also involves random walks. To start the numerical pro-

cedure, Dietmaier presents an arbitrary chosen set of 29 parameters of the polynomial system

for a general Stewart-Gough platform [15]. He first computes all real and complex solution vec-

tors, which satisfy the 9 equations defining the platform. Secondly, he calculates each solution

vector by picking a vector with 9 random complex elements and then improving this estimate

by making use of a combination of the Newton-Raphson and the steepest decent methods [15].

This task is repeated until all 40 real solutions are found.

The concept of random walks links the Python interface to the “sweep” algorithm. We are

in the process of implementing the “sweep” function in the Python interface. After the interface

is built, we will be able to “sweep” different paths concurrently using the client/server routine.

1.6 Contributions of this thesis

This thesis makes several contributions. First, we extended PHCpack to Python by building

a dynamic library and making good use of the existing socket module, threading module,

and database module in Python. Secondly, in Chapter 2 we will describe the flexibility and

capability of the python interface, such as a client/server application to concurrently solve many

polynomial systems. Thirdly, in Chapter 3 we will explain the methods used to find critical

points, including higher-order singularities, in great detail. In the last chapter, we will show all

the numerical results.



CHAPTER 2

A PYTHON INTERFACE TO PHCPACK

2.1 Why Python?

Python was conceived in the late 1980s [86] by Guido van Rossum at the National Research

Institute for Mathematics and Computer Science in the Netherlands. Python was first designed

as a successor to the ABC programming language, capable of exception handling and interfac-

ing with the Amoeba operating system [73]. Python is an interpreted and object-oriented

programming language and comes with a large standard library that covers areas such as list

expressions, string processing, abstraction, database management, software engineering, and

operating system interfaces like TCP/IP sockets.

Rather than forcing programmers to adopt a particular style of programming, Python per-

mits several styles, such as object-oriented and structured programming. Python uses dynamic

typing, a combination of reference counting, and a cycle detecting garbage collector for mem-

ory management. An important feature of Python is dynamic name resolution, which binds

methods and variable names during program execution.

Another target of the language’s design is ease of extensibility, rather than having everything

built into the language core. New built-in modules can easily be written in C or C++. Python

can also be used as an extension language for existing modules and applications that need a

17
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programming interface. This design, a small core language with a large standard library and

an easily-extensible interpreter, was intended by Guido van Rossum from the very start [86].

The main reason why we chose to build a Python interface to PHCpack is because Python

has the capability of extending C/C++, represent lists of strings nicely, communicate between

a remote server and its clients, and organize large data into a database. Not to mention that

Python is an excellent scripting language and very user-friendly.

2.2 The layout of PHCpack and the C library

PHCpack was written in Ada, a structured, statically typed, imperative, and object-oriented

high-level computer programming language. Ada is strongly typed and compilers are validated

for reliability in mission-critical applications, such as avionics software. Another feature of Ada

is the use of the command “pragma” to make use of mixed language programming.

All Ada source code is in the directory called Ada as a backbone of PHCpack. The C library

routines in the Lib directory serve as a gateway to call Ada functions. It was first developed as an

MPI library by Prof. Jan Verschelde. MPI, Maple, and Python are directories, which represent

components of the outmost layer of PHCpack, containing an MPI library, a Maple interface,

and a Python interface using C library routines. PHClab [32] is a MATLAB/Octave interface

to PHCpack. PHCmaple [48] is a Maple interface to the numerical Homotopy algorithms in

PHCpack. PHCpy is a Python interface to PHCpack. The C library is like a bridge that

connects the above interfaces to the inner layer of Ada code and hides the Ada code from

users. See Figure 3 for the layout of PHCpack. “Ada,” “Lib,” “MPI,” “Maple,” and “Python”
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are major components of PHCpack with “Ada” being the core of PHCpack, “Lib” being the

gateway, and the rest of the components calling Ada functions through “Lib.”

PHCpack

©©©©©©©©©¼
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Ada Lib MPI Maple Python

Figure 3. The layout (directories) in PHCpack

The C library interface uses PHCpack as a state machine described in [92], [50]. It feeds

data into the state machine and selects methods to proceed; it computes results with user-given

data and methods; and it extracts the results from the state machine. The C library contains

modules and containers as abstraction of data types.
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The C library acts like a gateway to call Ada routines from C. The function calls “pragma

import” and “pragma export” can be used to associate function names in Ada with those in

C and provide support with C types [92]. This type of interface is efficient, since it lets C

programs prepare an input and call the Ada routines. It also hides the Ada code from users

so that they do not need to have any knowledge of Ada. In order to connect C with Ada, a

procedure called “use c2phc” was constructed by Prof. Jan Verschelde. The Ada procedure

consists of the following major routines [92]:

1. use syscon : This provides a gateway to a system container. It reads a polynomial system,

puts it into a system container, gets the dimension of the polynomial system, and finally returns

the number of the terms of the i-th polynomial, the complex coefficients, the exponents vectors

of the polynomial system, and so on.

2. use solcon : This provides a gateway to a solution container. It reads the solutions from

a file, puts the start solutions in a solution container, returns the dimension and the multiplicity

of the target solutions and the target solution arrays, and finally appends the target solutions

to the solution container.

3. use celcon : This provides a gateway to a cell container that contains data structures for

mixed-volume computations.

4. c to phcpack : This provides a gateway to the state machine. It reads and writes a start

polynomial system and a target polynomial system, reads the solutions for the start system,

solves the system by using homotopy continuation, computes and writes the target solutions for

the target system, and finally defines an output file to store the solutions and other information.
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We can call the C library functions by adding a gateway routine to the beginning of a C

program as follows:

extern void adainit(void);

extern int _ada_use_c2phc ( int task, int *a, int *b, double *c );

extern void adafinal( void );

2.3 Building a dynamic library

It was a design problem at first regarding how to create an efficient Python interface to

PHCpack. For the sake of manageability, we decided to create an interface in Python using

PHCpack as a state machine. The C library in PHCpack can be extended by Python and built

into a dynamic library.

We will describe in this section how we wrote a module in C to extend C programs with

Python in a new module. The module can define not only new functions but also new object

types and new methods. We will also describe how to link Ada routines to the extension module.

Finally, we will show how to compile and link the extension module so that it can be loaded

dynamically (at run time) into the interpreter on Unix.

Since the C library in PHCpack serves as a gateway to the main Ada routines, we man-

aged to extend the major C library routines to Python by writing an extension module called

“phcpy2c.c.” Such an extension module can do two things that can’t be done directly in Python:

they can implement new built-in object types and they can make C library function calls and

system calls. To support such an extension, the Python API (Application Programmers Inter-
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face) defines a set of functions, macros and variables that provide access to most aspects of the

Python run-time system.

The Python API is incorporated into “phcpy2c.c” by including the header “Python.h.”

”Python.h” includes a few standard header files: <stdio.h>, <string.h>, <errno.h>, and

<stdlib.h>. We then add C functions that will be called from Python. Ada routines also

need to be initialized in the extension module by calling adainit().

An example of a fragment of “phcpy2c.c” to extend C with Python is shown as follows:

A routine in the C library:

int syscon_store_polynomial ( int nc,int n, int k, char *p)

{ ...

fail = _ada_use_c2phc(76,a,b,c);

return fail;

}

A Python wrapper over the C routine:

static PyObject *py2c_syscon_store_polynomial( PyObject*self, PyObject *args )

{...

if(!PyArg_ParseTuple(args,‘‘iiis’’, &nc, &n, &k, &p))

return NULL;

fail = syscon_store_polynomial(nc,n,k,p);

return Py_BuildValue(‘‘i’’,fail);

}
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The function “syscon store polynomial ( int nc, int n, int k, char *p )” calls an Ada routine

to store polynomials in a system container. It reads three integers and a pointer to a character as

parameters and returns a boolean integer to indicate whether the function is executed correctly

or not. “py2c syscon store polynomial( PyObject *self, PyObject *args )” is a Python wrapper

that flexibly “wraps” around “syscon store polynomial ( int nc, int n, int k, char *p ).” If there

is any future change made to “syscon store polynomial ( int nc, int n, int k, char *p ),” there

will be little change necessary to modify the Python interface.

After doing all the necessary steps to build an extension to the C library, we need to compile

the source code and then link it with the Python system. We can create a dynamic library

by compiling and linking the C library files, the Python extension file, and the Ada gateway

routines by using the command “gnatlink -shared . . . ”. The gnatlink command links all the

object files together to build a shared library called “phcpy2c.so.”

2.4 Solving polynomial systems

In this section, we are going to call the dynamic library we built in the previous section. In

order to organize the calling (testing) routines to call the dynamic library, we created a Python

program (module) called “phcpy.py”. Just like a subdirectory of PHCpack called MPI, which

has a collection of MPI routines calling the C library, we created a subdirectory called Python,

which has a collection of Python routines calling the C library. The “phcpy.py” module has

several function definitions such as the blackbox solver to solve a polynomial system, the mixed

volume calculator [22] to find the number of solutions for a polynomial system without solving

it, and the track function to track solution paths for a polynomial system.
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The blackbox solver is the most frequently used program in PHCpack and is called by

the solve(L) function in the Python module “phcpy.py.” The solve function takes a list of

polynomial strings as the input polynomial system and outputs a list of solution strings as the

solution sets returned by the blackbox solver. We have already shown how to run solve(L) in a

Python shell in Chapter 1.

Now let’s look at the track function in “phcpy.py.” Path tracking usually starts from a

generic system (without any singular solutions) to a more specific system. We use the system

that we solved by using the blackbox solver as a start system. We also use the list of solution

strings returned by calling the blackbox solver as the list of the start solution strings. Before

calling the function “track(target,start,sols),” we must set the value of t (time) in every solution

to zero so that the start solution strings contain the proper start solutions. The function

“track(target,start,sols)” takes a list of strings representing a target system, a list of strings

representing a start system, and a list of strings representing the solution sets.

Definition 2.4.1 The condition number of a solution can be defined as the ratio of the relative

change in the solution to the relative change in the input. Let x̂ be a solution in the solution

set and let C denote the condition number.

C =
|(f(x̂) − f(x))/f(x)|

|(x̂ − x)/x|
(2.1)
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Let’s call “track(target,start,sols)” in a Python shell using a similar example we have shown

for solve(L) in Chapter 1. This time we are going to track the solution paths from x = 1 to

x = 2. Let “target” be the target system as follows:

f(x1, x2) =















1.2x2
1 + 3.9x2

2 − 8.3 + 5.9i = 0

x1 − 2;

(2.2)

Let “start” be the start system as follows:

f(x1, x2) =















1.2x2
1 + 3.9x2

2 − 8.3 + 5.9i = 0

x1 − 1;

(2.3)

Let sol be the start solutions, which can be obtained by calling solve(L).

In a Python shell, we call track(target, start, sols) and display the first solution as follows:

>>> from phcpy import *

>>> ...enter here the target system, the start system,

>>> and the solution strings before calling track()...

>>> T = track(target, start, sols)

>>> n = len(T)

2

>>> T[0]

t : 1.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00

m : 1
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the solution for t :

x1 : 2.00000000000000E+00 0.00000000000000E+00

x2 : 1.15247944274769E+00 -6.56332970770270E-01

== err : 1.171E-16 = rco : 4.551E-02 = res : 8.882E-16 =

In the above example, track(target, start, sols) takes the list of the target system, the list of

the start system, and the list of the solutions for the start system and returns a list of solution

strings stored in T. The length of T is 2, which means that the target system has two solutions.

We show the first solution in T by printing out the first element in the list, that is, T[0].

The diagnostics shown for T[0] are explained as below [32]:

t is the end value of a continuation parameter. If this value does not equal one, then it

means that the path tracker did not manage to reach the end of the path. This might happen

to a path diverging to infinity or highly singular solutions.

m is the multiplicity of a solution. A solution is regular when the multiplicity is one. Even

when the approximation for a solution is not accurate enough, the multiplicity might still be

one, possibly with the value for rco approaching a threshold.

err is the magnitude of the last updated Newton’s method evaluated for a solution. At

singularities, polynomial functions exhibit “flat” behavior. Although the residual for a singular

solution may be small, the value for err can still be big.

rco is an estimate for the inverse of a condition number of the Jacobian matrix evaluated

at an approximate solution. A solution becomes singular when rco drops below the threshold

value 10−8, because it has lost half of precision of a typical tolerance, 10−16. The condition
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number C of the Jacobian matrix measures a forward error, i.e., if the coefficients are given

with a precision of D digits, then the forward error on the approximated solution can be as

large as C ×10−D.

res is the residual, or the magnitude of a polynomial system evaluated at an approximated

solution. The residual measures a backward error: how much we should change the coefficients

of a given system to approximate a computed solution to an exact solution.

The function mixed volume(L) in “phcpy.py” calculates the mixed volume [22], which is

a bound for the number of solutions for a polynomial system. It takes a list of polynomial

strings as the input and outputs an integer to represent the mixed volume without solving the

polynomial system. The mixed volume equals the number of roots without zero components

of a polynomial system with generic coefficients [56]. In a Python shell, the input to the

mixed volume calculator is also a list of strings of multivariate polynomial equations with real

or complex coefficients. And the output of the mixed volume calculator is an integer, which

represents the mixed volume of the input polynomial system. We call the “mixed volume”

function from Python as follows:

>>> mixed_volume([‘‘1.2*x1^2+3.9*x2^2-8.3+5.9*i;’’,‘‘3.1*x2^2-3.9*x1;’’])

>>> 4

2.5 Solving many polynomial systems

We have described how to use the blackbox solver to solve one polynomial at a time in

Chapter 1. But what if we have many polynomial systems to solve concurrently? Having a
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Python interface to PHCpack provides us with a suitable solution because Python is a powerful

tool for network programming.

Related work include the use of Dsage, distributed Sage, in Sage. Dsage is a distributed

computing framework suitable for coarse distributed computations. DSage works well on the

problems that can take advantage of coarse grained distributed computing.

There are many preexisting libraries for common network protocols with various layers of

abstractions on top of them. There are plenty of networking modules available in the standard

library. A basic component in network programming is the socket. A socket is basically an

“information channel” with a program on both ends - the analogy is to a wire (the network

data connection) being plugged into a socket. The programs may be on different computers

connected through a network and may send information to each other through sockets. Most

network programming in Python hides the basic workings of the socket module and does not

interact with the sockets directly.

Sockets come in two varieties: server sockets and client sockets. After a server socket is cre-

ated, it can be told to wait for connections from client sockets. A client socket can be connected

to a remote server socket via an open data connection. Closing the connection destroys both

sockets at each endpoint. A socket is not a port, though there is a close relationship between

them. A socket is associated with a port, though this is a many-to-one relationship. Each port

can have a single server socket, awaiting incoming connections, and multiple client sockets, each

corresponding to an open connection on the same port. In Python, a socket is an instance of

the socket class from the socket module.
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Based on the “one server and many clients” strategy, we created a network application

called “phcwulf.py.” After a server is connected by calling “phcwulf.py,” it will then listen at a

certain network address, which is a combination of an IP (Internet Protocol) address and a port

number, until a client socket connects. The two can then communicate. The main program

in “phcwulf.py” provides the user with a choice to start a server or a client. Dealing with the

client sockets is usually quite a bit easier than dealing with the server side because the server

has to be ready to deal with clients whenever they connect or may deal with multiple clients,

while the client simple connects, does some work, and disconnects.

“phcwulf.py” includes code for the server side and the client side. For transmitting data,

sockets have two methods, send and recv(for “receive”). We can call send with a string

argument to send data and recv with a desired number of bytes to receive data.

On the server side, the server script must import the network-oriented modules such as the

socket module to prepare sockets and the threading module to create multiple threads. The

server socket uses its bind method followed by a call to listen to a given address. The address

is just a tuple of the form (host,port), where host is a host name and port is a port number

(an integer). Once a server is listening, it can start accepting clients. This is done using the

accept method. The server generates random polynomial systems, sends the list of polynomial

systems to available clients, and gets a list of solutions back from each client.

On the client side, the client can connect to the server by using its connect method with

the same address as used in bind on the server side. We need to import the “phcpy.py” module
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to use the blackbox solver. A client accepts a list of polynomial strings, invokes solve(L) in

“phcpy.py,” and then returns the list of solution strings to the server.

To sum up, the client/server module, “phcwulf.py,” accomplishes the goal of solving many

polynomial systems concurrently via heterogenous distributed computing.

2.6 The potential of the Python interface

The future of the Python interface looks bright. Based on our existing interface, we will

be able to include more functions such as using sockets as an alternative to MPI to meet the

goal of heterogeneous computing, improving the user interface on the client side with a GUI

(Graphical User Interface) and on the server side with a GUI load distribution, and making use

of the Python DB API to create a MySQL database to store collections of solutions.
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Figure 4. The potential of the Python interface



CHAPTER 3

COMPUTING CRITICAL POINTS BY CONTINUATION

One of the most important and recurring problems in applications is finding critical points of

polynomial systems with parameters. In order to compute critical points of polynomial systems,

one may apply global or local methods. As for our research, we developed a new algorithm

to detect singularities along paths. We will first offer a quick introduction to several available

global and local methods and then an extensive discussion on our new algorithm for locally

detecting and locating singularities including higher-order singularities.

3.1 Detection and computation of singular points

A global approach to our problem is to apply the so-called Jacobian criterion. Introducing

n auxiliary multiplier variables y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn), the condition that a solution is singular can

then be expressed as augmenting the original system with n + 1 additional equations:

32
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F (x, λ,y) =
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= 0

c1y1 + c2y2 + · · · + cnyn = 1.

The constants c1, c2, . . . , cn in the last linear equation are randomly chosen complex numbers.

When applied locally, the Jacobian criterion works well to find isolated singularities. The Jaco-

bian criterion (applied in [61]) offers a satisfactory global solution for modest dimensions. How-

ever, as the dimension of the problem roughly doubles, the complexity of solving F (x, λ,y) = 0

limits the practical applicability of this approach.

Our problem can be solved globally via the Jacobian criterion by augmenting the system

with the information in the Jacobian matrix. However, any global method will suffer from the

complexity of all singularities. Before we switch our attention to a local approach, we point out

that the systems that arise in applications of the Jacobian criterion are excellent test problems

for polynomial system solvers. Exploiting their structure is a very interesting line of research.

Some symbolic methods are discussed in [75] [45].
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The aim of our research is to detect and locate critical points efficiently by using a local

method. Considering a polynomial system with a parameter, we use an artificial parameter

homotopy to “sweep” critical points, which is appropriate for the problems we are interested

in. We would like to know for which values of the parameter singularities happen.

The local approach is to start at some point along a solution path and track the path,

monitoring for occurrences of singular solutions and then adjusting step sizes accordingly in

order not to miss any singular solutions.

The input to our problem is a polynomial system with a parameter. The coefficients of this

system will more likely be real than complex. But in general we consider them as approximated

coefficients, given only with limited precision. Furthermore we assume that we can compute

solutions for generic instances of the parameter. We are looking for a general algorithm to

detect and locate critical values for the parameter, i.e., for which values of the parameter do

the solutions become singular?

At a quadratic turning point, the two real solution paths become complex conjugate. Viewed

from the opposite direction, the two complex conjugate solution paths join at a double solution

and then become real. Quadratic turning points are detected by monitoring the direction of

the tangent vector and computed via a shooting method. The useful description in [60] guided

our implementation.

However, when we consider polynomial systems depending on only one parameter, the only

random coefficients that may occur in the system stemmed from making random choices of the

parameter. In this case, for the systems we tested, we found that quadratic turning points are
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not the only occurring singularities. Studying the polynomial systems with real parameters, we

encountered the following two difficulties:

1. Straight solution paths pass swiftly through a multiple point so that the value of the

parameter for which the multiple solution occurs is not detected.

2. Higher-order singularities and more than corank one deficiencies of the Jacobian matrix

prevent the predictor-corrector method from marching close enough to the singularity.

For the second type of difficulty, we can apply the so-called endgames, see [80], by increasing

the working precision. The first difficulty is called jumping over a singularity, see [63, page 79].

This should not be confused with path jumping. Path jumping occurs when a path tracker

loses track of the current path and computes approximations belonging to another path. The

problem of path jumping is covered in [37].

The focus of our research is to experiment with particular examples of polynomial systems

with parameters arising in Science and Engineering from which we have encountered the problem

of jumping over a singularity. In order to solve this problem, we have mainly two tasks to do:

1. Detection mechanism to detect singularities.

2. Location mechanism to locate singular points and compute them accurately.

3.1.1 Singularities along paths

Before we try to detect and compute singular points for a polynomial system with a param-

eter, let’s take a look at general singularities along paths.

Based on our experiments, we roughly classify general singularities along paths as follows:
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1. Singularities that can be detected via the sign change of consecutive tangent vectors, the

determinant of the Jacobian matrix, or the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix.

2. Singularities that cannot be detected by the methods in 1, see the schematic plot in

Figure 5 and the actual Maple plot in Figure 6.

Jumping over Hopf bifurcation points [33] is a good representation for detectable jumping-

over singularities. Hopf bifurcation points are detectable via the sign change of the eigenvalues

of the Jacobian matrix of a polynomial system. If the Jacobian matrix has an eigenvalue

with zero real part and if the eigenvalue is non-zero but purely imaginary, then this is a Hopf

bifurcation.

Regarding the case of undetectable jumping-over singularities, as we mentioned before,

we only consider isolated singularities. We concentrate on how to detect and locate those

singularities. Before discussing how to detect those singularities, let’s look at jumping-over

singularities in more detail.

A Newton’s iterator is defined as:

xn+1 = xn − [J(xn)]−1f(xn) (3.1)

where J(xn) is the Jacobian matrix of a polynomial system f(xn).

A Case of jumping over a bifurcation point is shown as follows [63]:

• Due to straight curves, large step sizes, or general singularities, jumping over a bifurcation

point can occur in many cases.
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Figure 5. A schematic plot of jumping over a bifurcation point

• The shaded areas in Figure 5 are the regions where Newton’s method converges. On a

curve that is nearly straight, the path tracker will never cut back in size. It results in

missing the bifurcation point in the center of the graph.

We also observed other occurrences of jumping over a critical point in our applications,

e.g., see the plot of solution paths for Neural Networks [69] in Figure 6. The system of Neural

Networks in the Noonberg [69] family of polynomial systems is defined as follows: for n = 3,

the system is

f(x, λ) =































x1x
2
2 + x1x

2
3 − λx1 + 1 = 0

x2x
2
1 + x2x

2
3 − λx2 + 1 = 0

x3x
2
1 + x3x

2
2 − λx3 + 1 = 0.

(3.2)
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Figure 6. An actual Maple plot of a neural network of dimension three

In Figure 6, since the four solution paths are nearly straight lines, we will not be able to

get any closer to the multiple point at the origin. Since the Newton’s iterator fails to converge

near the origin, deflation methods based on Newton’s method will fail. In order to find isolated

singularities of this kind, we need to develop an interpolation method to detect these isolated

singularities. We will show how to use numerical methods to detect isolated singularities.

3.1.2 Detecting singularities

We assume that the step size h of a predictor step is sufficiently smaller than the distance

δ between two singular points, which can be denoted as: h ≪ δ. The distance δ can also be

called a cluster radius if one singular point is in the proximity of another singular point. If the
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Figure 7. A schematic plot of radius of convergence of Newton’s method along a path

cluster radius δ < 10−8, then we treat the two singular points as one singularity related to the

working precision of a standard double float.

In Figure 7, we can visualize the situation of radius of convergence [5] of Newton’s method.

If the curve is too steep, the point of radius r1 on the left might miss the singularity at the

origin and jump right to the point of radius r2 on the right.

There is research done to control the step size in order to prevent jumping over a critical

point, see [37].

Monitoring the behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrices, as

the path tracker gradually approaches a singularity, should provide a lot of information. But

for our applications (described below), the extra information is not necessary to slow down the

path trackers and prevent jumping over a singularity. So our assumption is monotonicity in the
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Figure 8. Parabolic interpolation of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix along a path.

sense of jumping over a critical point. We have the need to design an algorithm to deal with

monotone determinants.

When the determinant of the Jacobian matrix does not change sign, we use the following

two steps to detect and locate singularities along paths:

1. Detection: use the change of concavities of the parabolic interpolation of the determinant

of the Jacobian matrix to detect existing singularities. If the concavities do not change,

then continue tracking the path.
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2. Location: after a singularity is detected in 1, we use the Golden Section Search method [68]

to minimize the parabolic interpolation to locate the singular point.

The detecting criterion is efficient to detect singularities. If there are singularities lying in

the parabola of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix, the concavity of the curve changes. As

a result, we predict that there is a singular or a multiple point after we minimize the parabolic

interpolation. A change in the observed concavity signals a reduction in the step size of the

path tracker and a finer resolution of the range of the parameter values. In Figure 8, if point a

and point c have the same concavity and if the concavity changes at point b, then we say that

we have minimized the parabolic interpolation at point b. Our conclusion is that a singularity

occurs somewhere near point b.

To approximate a local minimum point (the singular point we want), we can apply parabolic

interpolation of the Jacobian matrix with the Golden Sections Search method. When the

determinant of the Jacobian matrix approaches approximately 10−3, we take the current point

together with the next two consecutive points to form a parabolic and continuous downward

and then upward trajectory. Our task is to find the minimum of the trajectory.

One possible solution is to use the Golden Section Search method [68]to locate the minimum.

This method has the following advantages:

• The function of a Golden Section Search method is unimodal, meaning that the function

monotonically increases or decreases on one interval or one subinterval. Consequently,

the function has a minimum or a maximum inside the interval or the subinterval if the

boundary points are not the minimum or the maximum.
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• In contrast to a derivative method like a Newton’s method, the starting iterate for the

Golden Section Search method does not have to be close enough to the local maximum

or minimum for convergence without interference.

• The Golden Section Search method requires only one new function evaluation per itera-

tion.

• The Golden Section Search method always keeps the current approximated minimum or

maximum trapped in an interval or a subinterval.

• If the resolution of a step size is small enough, the Golden Section Search method will

give reliable results in trapping minima or maxima.

Require: f = {f1, . . . , fN}, a finite set of polynomials in R with parameters, such that the

determinant of the Jacobian matrix J(f) at some point approaches 10−3 when a sweep is

applied to find all critical values.

Ensure: Get the next point p2, as soon as J(f) approaches 10−3 at the first point p1. Use

the Golden Section Search method to find a local minimum between those two points in the

parameter range [a,b].

Evaluate f at a fraction c (i.e., the Golden Ratio) of the end points:

p1 = b − c(b − a) = a + (1 − c)(b − a)

p2 = a + c(b − a) = b − (1 − c)(b − a)

Eliminate and reduce. Only one new function evaluation is needed at subsequent iterations.

The search is terminated when the interval has reduced below a given tolerance, tol < 10−8.

if f(p1) < f(p2), then [a,b] => [a,p2], with size reduction:
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p2 = (1-c)a + cb

if f(p1) > f(p2), then [a,b] => [p1,b], with size reduction:

p1 = ca + (1-c)b

3.1.3 Reconditioning singularities

After locally detecting a singularity, we need to restore quadratic convergence for isolated

singular solutions of polynomial systems. The validation of the results from our experiments

consists of sufficiently accurate approximations for the critical values of the parameters so that

deflation [51] can recondition the singularities. In [51], Leykin, Verschelde, and Zhao proposed a

symbolic-numeric method to produce a new polynomial system, which has the original multiple

solution as a regular root.

A singular root x∗ of a square (i.e.: N = n) system f(x) = 0 with Jacobian matrix J(x)

satisfies














f(x) = 0

det(J(x)) = 0.

(3.3)

The augmented system (Equation 3.3) forms the basic idea for deflation. If x∗ is isolated and

corank(J(x∗)) = 1, then x∗ as a root for Equation 3.3 has a lower multiplicity.

In theory, det(J(x)) = 0 (or maximal minors) could be used to form new equations. But

this is neither good symbolically because the determinant is usually of high degree and leads

to expression swell, nor numerically, as evaluating polynomials of high degree is numerically

unstable.
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Instead of using the determinant, on a system f of N equations in n variables, Leykin,

Verschelde, and Zhao proceeded along the following three steps to form new equations [51]:

1. Let r = rank(J(x0), ǫ) for x0 ≈ x∗ and tolerance ǫ, 0 < ǫ ≪ 1. For numerical stability,

they compute the rank via a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix J = J(x0).

The numerical rank r equals the number of singular values larger than the tolerance ǫ.

2. Let h ∈ C
r+1 be a random vector. For numerical stability, they generate random numbers

on the complex unit circle. They use h as a scaling equation to obtain a unique vector in

the kernel of the Jacobian matrix.

3. Let B ∈ C
n×(r+1) be a random matrix with numbers on the complex unit circle. Using B,

they form C(x) = J(x)B. Notice that C = [c1, c2, . . . , cr+1] is an N × (r+1) matrix with

polynomial entries.

In one deflation step, Leykin, Verschelde, and Zhao added the equations of C(x, λ) instead

of det(J(x)) = 0 to the system f(x) = 0. They also added r + 1 extra variables λ1, λ2, . . .,

λr+1.

3.2 Puiseux series

The problem is that we need to get close enough to any singularities in order for deflation

to work. We need to use a reliable method to get close enough to those singularities.

Definition 3.2.1 A formal series of the form
∞

∑

n=m

anzn/k where m and k are integers such that

k ≥ 1 is is called a Puiseux series or a fractional power series, see [16] and [89]. The k here

is also called the winding number of a Puiseux series. Note that if k > 1, then zn/k could be
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multivalued. One example of the use of such a power series is the Puiseux parameterization of

one-dimensional complex analytic varieties.

There are two major uses of Puiseux series for our applications:

• higher order predictor at a regular point.

• verification of winding numbers at singular points.

The main reason to introduce Puiseux series is that we need it to do post-processing when

the deflation method fails. In order to use Puiseux series to iterate through the multiple

point for the Noonberg example in Figure 6, we created a Maple function called “myInter-

polation(a,x,winding,shift)”. On a solution path, “a” is a set of parameter values; “x” is a

set of solutions; “winding” stands for the winding number of the Puiseux series for the Noon-

berg system; and “shift” is the shifting parameter for x. Let’s increase the constant term

from 1 to 100 in the Noonberg example. For “a = 5.00000000000000E-11”, a Newton’s it-

erator fails but the function “myInterpolation(a,x,winding,shift)” returns the value, “x = -

3.68403149433520020633200,” which is extremely close to the higher-order multiple point that

we are interested in.

3.3 Conclusion: implementation of the algorithm

In summary, we implemented several algorithms to “sweep” critical points for polynomial

systems with parameters. The “sweep” routine includes Ada programs to calculate quadratic

turning points and display the determinant values and eigenvalues of the polynomial system

at every step. When the determinant values or the eigenvalues change signs, the “detectable”
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singularities, including “detectable ” higher-order singularities, will be detected. For the case

of jumping-over singularities, we make good use of Parabolic Interpolation of Determinants to

detect singularities and Puiseux series to iterate close to these singularities. We will talk about

the implementation and applications in great detail in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 4

APPLICATIONS

In this chapter, we are going to show the “sweep” routine in the Ada directory of PHCpack,

how to use the “sweep” routine to sweep the critical points for polynomial systems with pa-

rameters, and apply Puiseux series to approximate “jump-over” singularities when necessary.

We will also show the results of our experiments.

4.1 The “sweep” routine in Ada

Our motivation is to compute critical points for a system of polynomials with one parameter.

These critical points are always meaningful in mechanical design, such as finding all singular

positions of the movement of a robotic object. In chapter one, we introduced the concept of a

“sweep.”

The Ada routine to call a “sweep” has two packages in the Ada directory of PHCpack.

The Ada package “Standard Quad Turn Points” offers some basic utilities to locate quadratic

turning points of real polynomial systems, starting from a real or a complex start solution.

The Ada package “Standard Quad Turn Points io” offers some basic i/o for the computation

of quadratic turning points in real homotopies. The Ada package “ts realcont” is a test function

to call the “sweep” routine. The “sweep” routine is capable of finding all the quadratic turning

points for polynomial systems with parameters.
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Those two packages have several Ada procedures. These procedures perform a “sweep”

starting at a given solution, either complex or real, until either a singularity is encountered,

the target value for the parameter is reached, or the number of steps is exhausted. The user

has an option to save the steps of the “sweep” in a file or use an interactive version to closely

monitor the steps on screen. The algorithm of applying a simple “sweep” on a unit circle was

mentioned in chapter one. In order to locate the turning point more accurately, the application

of a first-order shooting method is also built into the package “Standard Quad Turn Points.”

4.2 Polynomial systems

We have selected three polynomial systems from the literature to use as examples of running

the “sweep” routine. The first system [19] is small enough that global methods apply. The

second system belongs to a family of polynomial systems [69], whose dimension can be scaled up

to make it an intractable problem for global methods. The last example comes from mechanical

design [90]. We are able to reproduce the results reported in the literature using “sweep.”

4.2.1 Molecular configurations

The following system occurs in [19]:

f(x, λ) =



























































1
2(x2

2 + 4x2x3 + x2
3) + λ(x2

2x
2
3 − 1) = 0

1
2(x2

3 + 4x3x1 + x2
1) + λ(x2

3x
2
1 − 1) = 0

1
2(x2

1 + 4x1x2 + x2
2) + λ(x2

1x
2
2 − 1) = 0.

(4.1)
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The system is listed as a nontrivial example in [83, pages 391-392]. Since the system is small

enough to be handled with resultant/symbolic methods and global methods, Emiris and Mour-

rain’s symbolic methods work well on the system. The Jacobian criterion produces a system

that can be solved by the blackbox solver of PHCpack. The system has 54 generic solutions

which can be divided into five groups with the same x1, x2, x3 and λ values. The first four

groups have the same absolute values of x1, x2 and x3 with the natural parameter λ being either

+1.5i or -1.5i; there are exactly twelve solutions in each group. The last group has 6 solutions

with the real value ± 0.866025403780023 as the natural parameter λ. In this example, all the

special values of λ can be found by globally applying the Jacobian criterion.

Plugging the special value λ = ± 0.866025403780023 back into the system and then running

the cascade of homotopy, we find two lists of solutions. One list contains 9 isolated solutions of

dimension 0 and the other list is a curve of degree 6 of dimension 1. After filtering the list of

solutions of dimension 0, we find 7 points (out of 9 points) lying on the 1-dimensional solution

set. Therefore, a curve of degree 6 and 2 isolated solutions are found.

As λ approaches the origin, the system becomes singular. At the origin, there is one solution

of multiplicity 8 for the system when the deflation method in PHCpack is applied. Considering
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a sweep over the origin is very natural to follow the different paths at the origin. The sweep

can be defined by the homotopy:

f(x, λ) =























































































1
2(x2

2 + 4x2x3 + x2
3) + λ(x2

2x
2
3 − 1) = 0

1
2(x2

3 + 4x3x1 + x2
1) + λ(x2

3x
2
1 − 1) = 0

1
2(x2

1 + 4x1x2 + x2
2) + λ(x2

1x
2
2 − 1) = 0

(λ − 1)(1 − t) + (λ + 1)t = 0.

(4.2)

As the artificial parameter t goes from 0 to 1, the natural parameter λ is swept from 1 to -1.

According to the multihomogeneous Bézout bound [81], the permanent [81] of the degree matrix

of the system is 16 when λ is set to 1. If we use Maple to solve the system in lexicographic

order, we will also find 16 isolated solutions. So there are sixteen generic start solutions for the

system at t = 0. Among them, there are four symmetrical complex conjugate solution pairs and

four symmetrical real solution pairs, where “symmetrical” means that all eight real solutions

and all eight complex solutions can be paired as x1 = x2, x2 = x3, x1 = x3 and x1 = x2 = x3.

As λ is swept from 1 to -1, starting with start solutions at t = 0, four real solution paths

converge around the origin and the four complex solution paths diverge. Conversely, if we

would like to track the converging complex solutions paths, we would set the homotopy to

(λ + 1)(1 − t) + (λ − 1)t = 0 such that the four complex solution paths converge around the

origin and the four real solution paths diverge. The special value zero for the natural parameter
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λ is found by using a “sweep” as the tangent flips. There is a point of multiplicity 8 found at

the original.

Applying parabolic interpolation of determinants when sweeping, we discover singularities

at λ = ±0.866025403780023 on symmetrical curves of degree 6. Due to the “big” step size, the

tangent does not flip at the singular point.

4.2.2 Neural networks

The following problem occurs as a family of polynomial systems in [69]. For n = 3, the

system is

f(x, λ) =































x1x
2
2 + x1x

2
3 − λx1 + 1 = 0

x2x
2
1 + x2x

2
3 − λx2 + 1 = 0

x3x
2
1 + x3x

2
2 − λx3 + 1 = 0.

(4.3)

As this system can be written for any number n, it is obvious that a plain application of the

Jacobian criterion leads to an intractable problem, whereas tracking one solution path at a time

is much less complex. Using the Jacobian criterion, the 7-by-7 system has 54 generic solutions.

Special real values for the natural parameter λ found among these solutions are shown as fol-

lows:

λ = 0,

λ = 1.88988157484231,

λ = 3.61703146124952,

λ = 2.38110157795230,
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λ = -0.414704714645147.

If we apply a “sweep,” we can monitor the convergence of a solution path closely. The

“sweep” can be defined by the Homotopy: For n = 3, the system is

f(x, λ) =















































x1x
2
2 + x1x

2
3 − λx1 + 1 = 0

x2x
2
1 + x2x

2
3 − λx2 + 1 = 0

x3x
2
1 + x3x

2
2 − λx3 + 1 = 0.

(λ + 0.1)(1 − t) + (λ − 0.1)t = 0.

(4.4)

As the artificial parameter t goes from 0 to 1, the natural parameter λ is swept from -0.1 to

0.1. The “sweep” finds all the special parameters values found by the Jacobian criterion except

the special value 0. Solving the start system provides 21 start solutions. Applying the sweep,

we found that 6 of the start solutions converge to 1.88988157484231; 6 of the start solutions

converge to 3.61703146124952; 3 of the start solutions converge to -0.414704714645147; 2 of the

start solutions converge to 2.38110157795230; and the remaining 4 start solutions, which form

an almost straight solution path, will go through the origin without being detected. Applying

parabolic interpolation of determinants, we discover a critical point at the origin. The tangent

does not flip at the origin due to possibly jumping over the critical point.

4.2.3 Stewart-Gough platforms

In a highly symmetrical Stewart-Gough platform, the controllability of the platform at

singular positions is important to Engineering fields such as aviation, space exploration, and
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robotics. The symmetrical Stewart-Gough platform with six degrees-of-freedom [90] is shown

in Figure 9. In such a symmetrical Stewart-Gough platform, two rigid bodies are connected

by six rods attached by spherical joints. The two rigid bodies are in relative position to each

other.

A5

A6

A4

A3

A2

L1

L2

L4

L3

L5
L6

B6

B5

B4

B3

B2

B1

a1

a2

A1

Figure 9. A symmetrical Stewart-Gough platform with six degrees-of-freedom
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The following system can be used to determine all the configuration branches and bifurcation

points of six degrees-of-freedom symmetrical Stewart-Gough platforms, described in [90].

f(x, ÃL1) =















































fi = (xi − xi0)
2 + (yi − yi0)

2 + z2
i − l2i (i = 1, 2, ..., 6)

f7 = (x2 − x1)
2 + (y2 − y1)

2 + (z2 − z1)
2 − 2R2

1(1 − cos(α1))
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2 + (y1 − y0)
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2 − R2

1
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2 − R2

1

(4.5)
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w1 = 3sinα1+(−1)m
√

3(cosα1−1)
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w2 = −sinα1−(−1)m
√

3(cosα1)
2sinα1
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.
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m = 0, when i = 3, 6,

m = 1, when i = 4, 5

(4.8)















m1 = 0, m2 = 1, when i = 3, 5,

m1 = 0, m2 = 1, when i = 4, 6

(4.9)
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α1 is the relative angle between two joint-triangles in the movable platform (the top plat-

form), whereas α2 is the relative angle between two joint-triangles in the base platform (the fixed

platform on the bottom). R1 is the radius of joints on the movable (top) platform. Although

this system could be considered as a two-parameter problem of L1 and Li for (i = 2, . . . , 6),

for the purpose of simplicity, we fix Li to a real length and treat L1 as a parameter. In-

tegrating Eq.(8) to Eq.(12), we obtain the symmetrical platform with nine dimensions: x =

[x0, y0, z0, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2].

This system is much bigger compared to those in the previous two examples. Therefore,

applying the Jacobian criterion is rather expensive, since solving a 19-by-19 system is required.

It takes 8 hours and 55 minutes to find all 256 regular solutions for the 19-by-19 system using

the blackbox solver in PHCpack on a 2.4 Ghz Linux machine. Since the mixed volume for the

system is 4,608, the same number of paths needs to be tracked. Sweeping locally to find all

quadratic turning points makes more sense in this case. By fixing Li to 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0, we are

able to find four special values for the natural parameter L1 for each Li with higher precision.

To sum up from the data in section 4.3, applying local sweeps help us find bifurcation points

with higher precisions from 10−7 to 10−16, compared to the data posted in [90]. In addition,

we are able to see that z0 can be either positive or negative.

When Li is around 1.003, a multiple singular point occurs at the origin and Li approximates

the value of L1, the system becomes a two-parameter problem and requires special care. For

the time being, we only concentrate on the one parameter cases of this problem.
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4.3 Experimental data

li Mi l1 x0 y0 z0

1.5 M1 1.25545484315541 0.0457977771113300 -0.137910957471223 ± 0.0171002602689638

1.5 M2 1.47275687143534 -0.0794313388992136 0.177107430690531 ± 1.07337778280609

1.5 M3 1.52346902551850 -0.0506601244396293 -0.200728310822230 ± 1.08364609883707

1.5 M4 1.73368658400808 -0.119437254511978 0.0684036180374109 ± 0.00340374313034239

2.0 M1 1.73038986250179 0.0268915761641325 -0.149915020289956 ± 0.0231273268048275

2.0 M2 1.95798464537013 -0.142619775907013 0.374975885091748 ± 1.64513582559604

2.0 M3 2.03742087120587 -0.081535244565704 -0.416587787322360 ± 1.65744848003223

2.0 M4 2.24577649834005 -0.155654193080636 0.0408077764933302 ± 0.111476101296520

3.0 M1 2.81886485175146 -0.624218435401017 -0.110705353697865 ± 1.80704550482076

3.0 M2 2.94449339468704 -0.211303161911459 0.781662747068259 ± 2.65003274759981

3.0 M3 3.05234178015748 -0.0788925946355437 -0.844008017385622 ± 2.66107026366929

3.0 M4 3.17719187710019 -0.636400882693620 -0.295290561100177 ± 1.90479382143718

TABLE I

POSITIONS OF THE MOVABLE PLATFORM AT BIFURCATION POINTS OF
DIFFERENT LENGTH OF INPUT PARAMETERS LI
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.1 The general system of a symmetrical Stewart-Gough platform

9

x[1]2-4*x[1]+4+y[1]2+z[1]2-L12;

x[2]2-3.708735418267150*x[2]+1.750000000000000+y[2]2-1.498426373663648*y[2]+z[2]2;

2.568151231325932*x[0]-4.257513793119272*x[1]+3.689362561793340*x[2]-4.448168414177086*y[0]

+7.374230203607868*y[1]-6.390163404568536*y[2]+3.402849028090579*x[2]2

+3.402849028090579*y[2]2+1.648850186740225*x[0]2-5.466969645093198*x[0]*x[1]

+4.737420502938680*x[0]*x[2]-7.853755997326498*x[1]*x[2]+1.648850186740225*y[0]2

-5.466969645093198*y[0]*y[1]+4.737420502938680*y[0]*y[2]-7.853755997326498*y[1]*y[2]

+1.648850186740225*z[0]2-5.466969645093198*z[0]*z[1]+4.737420502938680*z[0]*z[2]

-7.853755997326498*z[1]*z[2]+4.531605924650213*x[1]2+4.531605924650213*y[1]2

+4.531605924650213*z[1]2+3.402849028090579*z[2]2+1.749999999999999;

5.408667468934306*x[0]-5.814514745294392*x[1]+3.557890290786974*x[2]-4.225714152032840*y[0]

+4.542796795609874*y[1]-2.779728544879666*y[2]+1.274092131530941*x[2]2

+1.274092131530941*y[2]2+2.944396492762429*x[0]2-6.330667182441340*x[0]*x[1]

+3.873722965590550*x[0]*x[2]-4.164393435533158*x[1]*x[2]+2.944396492762429*y[0]2

-6.330667182441340*y[0]*y[1]+3.873722965590550*y[0]*y[2]-4.164393435533158*y[1]*y[2]

+2.944396492762429*z[0]2-6.330667182441340*z[0]*z[1]+3.873722965590550*z[0]*z[2]

-4.164393435533158*z[1]*z[2]+3.402849028090579*x[1]2+3.402849028090579*y[1]2

+3.402849028090579*z[1]2+1.274092131530941*z[2]2+1.749999999999999;

3.431848768674068*x[0]+2.257513793119272*x[1]-3.689362561793340*x[2]+5.944136431236176*y[0]
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+3.910128588470114*y[1]-6.390163404568536*y[2]+3.402849028090579*x[2]2+3.402849028090579*y[2]2

+2.944396492762429*x[0]2+3.873722965590550*x[0]*x[1]-6.330667182441340*x[0]*x[2]

-4.164393435533158*x[1]*x[2]+2.944396492762429*y[0]2+3.873722965590550*y[0]*y[1]

-6.330667182441340*y[0]*y[2]-4.164393435533158*y[1]*y[2]+2.944396492762429*z[0]2

+3.873722965590550*z[0]*z[1]-6.330667182441340*z[0]*z[2]-4.164393435533158*z[1]*z[2]

+1.274092131530941*x[1]2+1.274092131530941*y[1]2+1.274092131530941*z[1]2

+3.402849028090579*z[2]2+1.749999999999999;

.7148351411960820*x[0]+1.026920056581502*x[1]-1.185062793937321*x[2]+5.086316320162834*y[0]

+7.306915877909088*y[1]-8.432159923105640*y[2]+4.531605924650213*x[2]2+4.531605924650213*y[2]2

+1.648850186740225*x[0]2+4.737420502938680*x[0]*x[1]-5.466969645093198*x[0]*x[2]-7.853755997326498*x[1]*x[2]

+1.648850186740225*y[0]2+4.737420502938680*y[0]*y[1]-5.466969645093198*y[0]*y[2]-7.853755997326498*y[1]*y[2]

+1.648850186740225*z[0]2+4.737420502938680*z[0]*z[1]-5.466969645093198*z[0]*z[2]

-7.853755997326498*z[1]*z[2]+3.402849028090579*x[1]2 +3.402849028090579*y[1]2

+3.402849028090579*z[1]2+4.531605924650213*z[2]2+1.750000000000002;

x[2]2-2*x[1]*x[2]+x[1]2+y[2]2-2*y[1]*y[2]+y[1]2+z[2]2-2*z[1]*z[2]+z[1]2 -.2341048142821462;

x[1]2-2*x[0]*x[1]+x[0]2+y[1]2-2*y[0]*y[1]+y[0]2+z[1]2-2*z[0]*z[1]+z[0]2-1;

x[2]2-2*x[0]*x[2]+x[0]2+y[2]2-2*y[0]*y[2]+y[0]2+z[2]2-2*z[0]*z[2]+z[0]2-1;
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.2 Running a “sweep” on the symmetrical Stewart-Gough platform

kathy@venus: /Desktop/phc/bin $ ./ts realcont

Parameter continuation on real polynomial systems.

Reading the name of the input file.

Give a string of characters : sg40

number of equations : 9

number of variables : 10

MENU for quadratic turning point computation :

1. interactive sweep from real solution;

2. interactive sweep from complex solution;

3. real sweep till target or singularity;

4. complex sweep till target or singularity.

Type 1, 2, 3, or 4 to choose : 3

Reading the name of the output file

Give a string of characters : sg40 output

Give end target value for t : 1

Give maximal number of steps along a path : 100

Monitor determinants and eigenvalues ? (y/n) y
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